Time-course and dynamics of obesity-related behavioral changes induced by energy-dense foods in mice
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Abstract

Obesity represents an important risk factor contributing to the global burden of disease. The current obesogenic environment with easy access to calorie-dense foods is fueling this obesity epidemic. However, how these foods contribute to the progression of feeding behavior changes that lead to overeating is not well understood and needs systematic assessment. Using novel automated methods for the high-throughput screening of behavior, we here examine mice meal pattern upon long-term exposure to two types of palatable foods: high-fat chow and a chocolate-mixture. We identified rapid diet-specific behavioral changes after exposure to those high-caloric diets. Mice fed with high-fat chow, showed long-lasting meal pattern disturbances, which initiate with a stable loss of circadian feeding rhythmicity. Mice receiving a chocolate-mixture showed qualitatively similar changes, though less marked, disruptions in feeding behavior and the disruption of the circadian feeding rhythmicity was only transient. Strikingly, compulsive-like eating behavior is triggered immediately after exposure to both high-fat food and chocolate-mixture diet, well before any changes in body weight could be observed. We propose these early changes as behavioral biomarkers of prodromal states of obesity that could allow early intervention.
Introduction

Obesity is a multifactorial disease whose prevalence has steadily increased to pandemic proportions in the last decades (http://www.who.int, Withrow & Alter, 2011; Peeters & Backholer, 2017). Environmental factors, such as exposure to high palatable and high-caloric diets play a key role in the development of overweight and obesity (Hill, 1998; Schröder et al., 2004), whereas genetic variants have limited effects (Naukkarinen et al., 2010; Willyard, 2014). Obesity ultimately results from long-term energy imbalance (Morton et al., 2014), with energy intake exceeding energy outcomes. Besides leading to weight gain and obesity development, excessive consumption of diets laden in saturated fat and refined sugars evoke compulsive behaviors, such as binge eating, food seeking and food craving, as reported in experimental studies with rodents (Corwin and Buda-Levin, 2004; Teegarden and Bale, 2007; Hammerslag and Gulley, 2014).

In animal models, intermittent access to highly palatable and hypercaloric food provokes overconsumption and leads to compulsive-like eating behavior (Avena et al., 2008; Oswald et al., 2011; Ziauddeen and Fletcher, 2013). However, even though longitudinal cohort studies in humans suggest that aberrant eating patterns play a major role in obesity development (Nicklas et al., 2001), the continuous exposure to palatable hypercaloric food has been much less explored, and the existing studies are mainly devoted to the metabolic analysis, and not to the fine-grained behavioral characterization (Sampey et al., 2009; Surwit et al., 1995).

We here performed a longitudinal analysis of the feeding behavior changes induced by highly palatable sugar and fat-laden foods (Yanovski, 2003; Malik et al 2013). For this purpose, we applied novel automated methods for the high-throughput screening of feeding behavior. Specifically, C57BL/6J mice fed with either a high-fat chow or free access to a chocolate-based diet with refined sugars were continuously recorded. The first corresponds to a previously
validated diet-induced obesity (DIO) model (Hariri and Thibault, 2010; Wang and Liao, 2012) which allowed us to observe feeding behavioral phenotypes in obese animals.

In the second condition, we aimed to reproduce human obesogenic environments where high-dense foods have become increasingly available. Varied, energetically dense diets, also known as “cafeteria” diets have been shown to induce hyperphagia and obesity in rodents. This diet refers to the offering of a choice of high energy/sugar foodstuffs where animals choose what they wish to eat, and thus, it more accurately reflects the variety of highly palatable, energy-dense foods accessible in Western societies and associated with snacking and weight gain (Speakman et al., 2007). The rationale here was to compare the resulting longitudinal phenotypes (meal pattern, circadian rhythms and development of compulsive-like behaviors) 1/ in a condition in which obesity has been induced by a validated model of obesity using a hypercaloric diet alone; 2/ in a condition similar to Western society lifestyle (free choice access between standard chow and chocolate mixture) and 3/ to compare them with respect their controls, a non-obese group having access to a balanced diet (standard chow). Using novel computational meal pattern analysis methods, we found diet-specific patterns of feeding behavior and circadian feeding rhythmicity changes.
Material and methods

Animals

Twelve-week-old C57BL/6J (Charles River, L’Arbresle, France) male mice, weighing 22–28 g at the beginning of the experiments were used in this study. Mice were individually housed in controlled laboratory conditions (temperature 21 ± 1°C; humidity 55 ± 10%) on a 12 hours light/dark cycle (lights off at 20:00 hours). Food and water were available *ad libitum* except during the sessions of limited access to high-fat or chocolate-mixture. All animals were weighed every 48 hours and cages were deep cleaned every 2 weeks to minimize stress. All experimental protocols were performed in accordance with recommendations for the proper care and use of laboratory animals [local (law 32/2007); European (EU directive n° 86/609, EU decree 2001-486) regulations, and the Standards for Use of Laboratory Animals n° A5388-01 (NIH)] and were approved by the local ethical committee (CEEA-PRBB).

Diets

We used high-fat chow (experiment 1) or a mixture of commercial chocolates (experiment 2). In the case of experiment 2, standard chow was also available, since in preliminary experiments exclusive chocolate-based diet provoked weight loss and intestinal problems to the mice (data not shown). Mice were randomly assigned to each diet (high-fat or chocolate-mixture) or to the control group, with *ad libitum* access to standard chow (Trans 23 diet, Mucedola, Italy) providing 3.87 kcal/g (75% energy from carbohydrates, 18% from protein and 7% from fat) and water.

In experiment 1 (high-fat chow), a total of 17 animals were randomly assigned to the control group receiving standard chow (n=9) or to the group that received high-fat chow (n=8), from now on referred as HF group. High-fat chow provides 5.21 kcal/g (Test Diet®, USA; 21% energy from carbohydrates, 19% from protein and 60% from fat).
In experiment 2 (chocolate-mixture chow), a total of 16 animals were randomly assigned to the control group receiving standard chow (n=9) or to the group that had free choice access to standard chow and to a chocolate mixture (n=7), from now on referred as CM group. The chocolate mixture was manufactured as previously described (Martín-García et al., 2010) using a mix of equal amounts of Bounty®, Snickers®, Mars® and Milka® chocolates, cut into equal pellets suitable for feeding. Chocolate-mixture chow provided 4.92 kcal/g (52% energy from carbohydrates, 17% from protein and 24% from fat). All mice had *ad libitum* access to water.

**Food, drink and activity monitoring system**

Animals were individually housed in PheCOMP multi-take metabolism and activity cages (Panlab-Harvard Instruments, Barcelona, Spain). For a detailed description of this high-resolution monitoring system see (Bura et al., 2010). Meal pattern analysis included calculations of time courses of food/drink access, duration and recurrence intervals of eating or drinking acts, circadian and ultradian periodicities, and event-related frequency distributions. Animals were recorded uninterruptedly during periods of 3 or 4 days. Between these periods the system was paused during approximately one hour, for refilling the feeders and the cleaning of the cages, during which animals had no access to the food.

Feeding/drinking acts were considered as a meal or a drinking bout when separated by more than 120 seconds from the next feeding/drinking act. Hence, feeding/drinking acts were merged into a single food/water bout when the intermeal interval was shorter than 120 seconds (see Heyne et al 2009).

**Experimental design**
The experiments were divided in three phases (Fig. 1): a one-week habituation phase previous to the introduction of the craved foods, an obesity development phase of 8 weeks, in which animals developed overweight, and finally a behavioral testing phase.

**Habituation phase.** All mice were individually housed in PheCOMP cages and provided with standard chow and water *ad libitum* during one week to allow habituation to the housing conditions and to define the baseline meal pattern (habituation phase; Fig. 1).

**Obesity development phase.** After habituation, each group of animals was offered their corresponding diet, i.e. high-fat chow (experiment 1) or chocolate-mixture and standard chow (experiment 2). Control groups of both experiments continued receiving access to standard chow. The development of overweight in the experimental groups was followed during 8 weeks (obesity development phase; Fig. 1).

**Testing phase.** At the end of the obesity development phase, we analyzed the changes in meal pattern upon *limited access* to high-fat food or chocolate-mixture, respectively, as previously described (Heyne et al., 2009). Briefly, access to high-fat or chocolate-mixture diet was restricted to 1 hour during the light (resting) phase of the light-dark cycle for 3 consecutive days in overweight mice. Standard chow and water were provided *ad libitum*. This limited access allows evaluating behavioral flexibility, defined as the ability of the individual to adapt to a new feeding situation. To compensate the restriction of access to the high-caloric food, flexible animals will increase the intake from the available energy source (standard chow). In CM mice, we compared energy intake and meal size of high-fat or chocolate-mixture during restriction to freely available conditions. In HF animals, since they did not receive standard chow in pre-test conditions, we compared only the energy intake of high-fat food during the 23 hours in basal condition with the energy intake of standard chow during the 23 hours of the test. This procedure allowed to evaluate if the animals compensate for the restriction of access
to the high caloric food by increasing the intake of the low caloric food. An inflexible response would be revealed by the neglect of standard chow.

**Data analysis**

All results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Data were collected using PheCOMP multi-take metabolism and activity cages (Panlab-Harvard Instruments, Barcelona, Spain) and were further processed using Perl and R scripts (R Core Team, 2015). In this manner, we improved the longitudinal dimension of the data concatenating all the recordings as Compulse®, the software provided by the manufacturer, allows only file-by-file analysis. Data concatenation and self-analysis allowed graphical data representations, providing a better framework for data handling and interpretation. Fold change significances were computed using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Individual group comparisons within experiments were performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Differences during limited access to food and basal conditions were calculated using one-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Average intake values during the development phase were analyzed using three-way ANOVA with diet as between-subjects factor (high-fat/standard chow, chocolate-mixture/standard chow) and phase (dark/light) together with time (development phase) as within-subjects factor. Data from short deprivation periods for cleaning the cages were analyzed by two-way repeated measures ANOVA with diet (high-fat/standard chow) as between subjects factor and time (24 hours before and 24 hours after deprivation) as within-subjects factor. Post-hoc analyses were performed when required (Bonferroni). No statistical comparisons were run between the two diet groups since the two experiments were not carried out simultaneously. Each of the experiments had a control group to control for any possible batch effect. The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
Results

Mice exposed to high-fat and chocolate-mixture showed diet-specific meal pattern modifications

To investigate diet-specific behavioral changes, we analyzed meal pattern differences of mice exposed to a high-fat or to a chocolate-mixture diet. These experiments were performed at the end of the obesity development phase (Fig. 1), once the mice had already reached a stable overweight.

Mice exposed to high-fat chow showed a significant increase of body weight with respect to their basal values, which was 40% higher than in the standard chow group (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,15)} = 65.632; P < 0.001$, Fig. 2A left). This increase was associated to a significant increase of energy intake (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,15)} = 57.91; P < 0.001$, Fig. 2B left) and of the total amount of food consumed (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,15)} = 22.191; P < 0.001$, Fig. 2C left). We also detected increased number of meals (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,15)} = 13.804; P < 0.01$, Fig. 2D left) of shorter duration than those of the standard chow group (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,15)} = 6.662; P < 0.01$, Fig. 2E left), revealing a higher eating rate, i.e. the food consumed per time unit (mg/sec) (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,15)} = 154.17; P < 0.001$, Fig. 2F left). Finally, satiety ratio, defined by the time elapsed until re-feeding (min/KJ), was significantly reduced in HF mice (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,15)} = 15.47; P < 0.01$, Fig. 2G left), indicating that even though high-fat chow provides more energy, mice are less satiated and re-feed more frequently.
Mice with free access to chocolate-mixture also showed a significant 10% higher weight gain compared to their control group (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,14)} = 5.73; P < 0.05$, Fig. 2A right), though much less important than in HF mice. Also, the increase in energy intake in CM animals (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,14)} = 20.62; P < 0.001$, Fig. 2B right), was less important than in HF mice (HF group: 6665±679.4 kJ/kg; CM group: 2500±294.6 kJ/kg), and mainly due to the chocolate-mixture (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,12)} = 6.34; P < 0.05$, inset of Fig. 2B right), while the total amount of food consumed by CM mice was not significantly higher than total food intake of the control group (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,14)} = 0.704; n.s.$, Fig. 2C right). CM mice consumed a similar amount of chocolate-mixture than of standard chow (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,12)} = 1.38; n.s.$, inset of Fig. 2C right), suggesting no preference for chocolate. Even so, as in the HF mice, the CM group showed a significant increase of total number of meals (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,14)} = 8.18; P < 0.05$, Fig. 2D right), of significantly reduced duration (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,14)} = 7.68; P < 0.05$, Fig. 2E right), due to the shorter duration of chocolate-mixture meals compared with standard chow meals (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,12)} = 211.47; P < 0.001$, inset of Fig. 2E right). Similar to HF animals, the eating rate of CM mice was higher in comparison to control mice (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,14)} = 22.78; P < 0.001$, Fig. 2F) due to an increased eating rate of the chocolate-mixture (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,12)} = 3.554, P < 0.001$, inset of Fig. 2F). Finally, CM mice as opposed to HF mice, increased the overall satiety ratio (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,14)} = 7.68; P < 0.05$, Fig. 2G), mainly due to the increased satiety for the standard chow in this group (CM group, standard chow: 72.52±8.8 min/kJ; control group, standard chow: 33.94±1.34 min/kJ). Although, CM mice showed a tendency to reduce satiety ratio for chocolate-mixture (one-way ANOVA; $F_{(1,12)} = 2.72, n.s.$, inset of Fig. 2G).

Neither HF nor CM mice showed significant changes in locomotor activity with respect to their controls (data not shown).
Longitudinal behavioral analysis revealed early disruption of meal patterns in HF and CM mice

To grasp the whole significance of behavioral repertoires, we performed thorough time series analyses that would reveal more details about the behavioral trajectories. To identify all the discrete meal pattern changes along a time course in obesogenic environments, main obesity-related behavioral changes were segmented, quantifying them per week. Figures 3 and 4 represent how behaviors unfold on different time scales and their hierarchical relationships. As a control, we also quantified drinking behavior.

During the habituation phase, in which both HF and CM groups received ad libitum standard chow, no differences in feeding behavior were detected with respect to their controls (Figs. 3A and 4A), indicating a basal feeding pattern that was similar in all mice. In the HF group, meal pattern disruptions unfold on a short time scale and display low variability. The first week upon exposure to high-fat, we already detected significant increases in food intake, number of meals, and eating rate with respect to the control group, while the duration of each meal was reduced (Fig. 3B). These results indicate a rapid development of hyperphagia and disruption of feeding behavior. Besides, the average intermeal duration was reduced (Fig. 3B), revealing an early disruption of homeostatic satiety signals. Regarding drinking behavior only slight changes were detected in the HF group, consisting in a reduction of drinking bouts and increased inter-bout interval (Fig. 3).

In CM mice we analyzed separately the feeding behaviors related to chocolate-mixture and standard chow (Fig. 4B, C and Fig. S1). In this group, the changes were less marked than in the HF group and were different in the initial period of chocolate exposure than in the late period when mice are already overweighted. In the first weeks of exposure, mice showed a clear
preference for chocolate-mixture chow, with increased intake of chocolate-mixture and reduced amount of standard chow consumed per meal (Fig. 4B and C). Interestingly, chocolate-mixture meals were significantly shorter (Fig. 4C) than standard chow meals (Fig. S1), the eating rate for chocolate-mixture significantly and steadily increased with respect to standard chow. We also found an increase in the intermeal duration, greater for standard chow than for chocolate-mixture, suggesting that in this case satiety is preserved. Remarkably, each behavioral feature also had a rich dynamical profile with differential properties and patterns of oscillations. While intake of chocolate-mixture was only increased during the first three weeks of access, the increase of eating rate and shortening of meal duration were significant during the whole obesity development period, indicating that the temporal scale at which different behaviors unfold differs. No major differences were detected in drinking behavior of CM mice.

**Early obesity-related circadian feeding pattern alteration upon introduction of energy dense diets**

Individual differences in behavior and their underlying mechanisms are an increasingly relevant research field. Behavioral readouts present a high degree of intraindividual and interindivual variability. Individual behavioral tendencies can be temporally consistent, meaning that the individual’s traits stay similar across time, or present variability even on short temporal scales due to specific processes such as habituation, or sensitization. To characterize the development of meal pattern disturbances leading to overeating in individual mice, we chronically analyzed the fine-grained pattern of feeding changes upon introduction of energy-dense diets. In mice, feeding is a patterned activity subject to well-controlled daily oscillations. As such, during the habituation phase before exposure to high-fat food or chocolate-mixture, feeding behavior showed a circadian organization in all groups of mice, with feeding bouts accumulating over the dark (active) phase of the light/dark cycle (nocturnal meals) and being
almost absent during the light (resting) phase (HF mice depicted in Fig. 5A and CM mice in Fig. 6A), indicating a stable feeding pattern along time that was similar in all groups.

As depicted in Fig. 5B, immediately after introduction of the high-fat chow, mice increased food intake and lost the circadian feeding rhythmicity as shown by an increase of feeding events in the light phase. This phenotypic change was detected in all but one HF mouse already the first days after exposure to high-fat chow. Also, our longitudinal analysis revealed that the pattern of the behavioral changes is slightly different in each individual.

Even so, the amount of food consumed during light and dark phases by HF animals was significantly higher than by control mice during light and dark periods (three-way ANOVA: $F_{(1,15)} = 199.57; P < 0.001$, Fig. S2A). Also, there was a clear difference in the amount of food consumed during day and night (three-way ANOVA: $F_{(1,15)} = 97.31; P < 0.01$, Fig. S2A) and a significant interaction of diet, phase and days of exposure to high-fat (three-way repeated measures ANOVA; $F_{(7,105} = 4.12; P < 0.001$, Fig. S2A). HF animals dramatically increased food consumption during both light and dark periods in comparison to control mice, which consumed low amounts of food during the light phase (Control light phase vs. HF light phase: Bonferroni post-hoc analysis, $P < 0.001$; Control dark phase vs. HF dark phase: Bonferroni post-hoc analysis, $P < 0.001$).

Interestingly, in the HF group, our longitudinal recordings allowed to identify that short food deprivation periods as those occurring when maintenance cleaning was performed (approximately one hour; ‘cleaning deprivation’) caused a binge-like eating behavior in HF animals (Fig. 5C). To quantify this observation, we compared the food consumed during 30 minutes after cleaning to the same period of previous and following days. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of diet ($F_{(1,15)} = 91.25; P < 0.001$, Fig. S2B), time ($F_{(2,30)} = 62.512; P < 0.001$, Fig. S2B) and an interaction of diet and time ($F_{(2,30)} = 59.26; $
The high-fat binges after ‘cleaning deprivation’, were significant compared to high-fat consumption the previous or following day (high-fat consumption previous day vs. high-fat after deprivation: Bonferroni post-hoc, \(P < 0.001\); high-fat following day vs. high-fat after deprivation: Bonferroni post-hoc, \(P < 0.001\)).

To determine the extent of this phenotype, in a separate one-day experiment after mice were already overweight, we limited high-fat access to one hour, while mice received standard chow the rest of the day. During the one-hour access to high-fat chow, HF mice showed significantly increased of energy intake (One-way repeated measures ANOVA; \(F_{(1,15)} = 5.733; P < 0.05\), Fig. 7A), meal size (One-way repeated measures ANOVA; \(F_{(1,15)} = 7.630; P < 0.05\), Fig. 7B) and eating rate (One-way repeated measures ANOVA; \(F_{(1,15)} = 7.037; P < 0.05\), Fig. 7C), compared to the same period before limited access. Remarkably, the energy intake of standard chow during the limited access experiment was very low and highly reduced when compared with the energy intake having as source high-fat chow in basal conditions (one-way repeated measures ANOVA; \(F_{(1,15)} = 84.552; P < 0.001\), Fig. 7A inset). This reduction suggests that mice “wait” for their preferred food instead of compensating the caloric intake.

In the CM group, after the introduction of the chocolate-mixture (Fig. 6B), animals also showed some feeding bursts during the light (inactive) period, but the circadian feeding rhythmicity was not significantly affected. This disruption of feeding behavior mainly affected the eating pattern of the chocolate-mixture, while standard chow meals remained unaltered (Fig. 6C). We could also observe a higher inter-individual variability in this group, and no “cleaning starvation” episodes were detected.

In the limited access experiment to chocolate-mixture, mice significantly increased chocolate-mixture energy intake (one-way repeated measures ANOVA; \(F_{(1,12)} = 5.716; P < 0.05\), Fig. 7D) and meal size (one-way repeated measures ANOVA; \(F_{(1,12)} = 5.56; P < 0.05\), Fig.
7F) upon re-offer, whereas eating rate did not reach significance (one-way repeated measures ANOVA; $F_{(1,12)} = 0.98; n.s.$, Fig. 7E). Interestingly, CM animals did not significantly increase standard chow energy intake to compensate the energy unbalance during the 23 remaining hours of the test during which mice have only access to standard chow (one-way repeated measures ANOVA; $F_{(1,6)} = 2.08; n.s.$, Fig. 7D, inset).
**Discussion**

Using a high-throughput automated recording system, and a novel analysis framework, we identified differential changes in feeding behavior promoted by a high-fat food with low carbohydrate content and a chocolate-based food with high carbohydrate content (chocolate-mixture) at the initial phases of obesity development. Our results suggest diet-specific almost immediate increased food intake and eating rate, along with a reduced meal duration and intermeal intervals as compared to standard chow, leading to an overeating phenotype. We detected a loss in circadian feeding rhythmicity, which was more marked upon high-fat diet, and inter-individual differences in the response to these diets. This information is key to understanding how different types of high-energy diets influence obesity's natural history.

Almost immediately upon exposure to high-fat or chocolate-mixture food, both diets reduced meal duration, suggesting higher intrameal satiety for the energy-dense diets than for standard chow. One of the homeostatic reasons behind intrameal satiety is the adaptation of the energy amount per meal to the individual requirements (Benelam, 2009). However, the caloric intake in the HF and CM groups was higher than in controls, in accordance to previous work showing that high-fat diet reduces response to satiation signals when compared with a similar caloric intake high-carbohydrate diet (Nefti et al., 2009). This reduction can further explain the differences on intrameal satiation between the high-fat and the chocolate-mixture food, since fat content is lower in the latter. Indeed, fat produces a potent oral stimulation that increases the intake of food consumed before satiation signals become effective, known as the fat paradox (Blundell & Macdiarmid, 1997). Thus, in spite of its high energy content, fat food produces a delay of the satiation signals, which provokes its passive overconsumption and consequently an increase of the energy consumption, as reported in our study.

Intermeal satiety, the second component that determines the total energy intake of individuals, was also modified in both groups. The satiety state determines the delay of next
meal onset and reduces food consumption at the next eating occasion (Gerstein et al., 2004). Given the high-energy content of both high-fat and chocolate-mixture foods, a high satiety promoted by these foods would be expected as a homeostatic response. However, compared to control mice, HF mice presented the lowest satiety ratio while the CM mice increased their global satiety rate, but showed lower satiety for chocolate-mixture than for standard chow. Accordingly, time between meals was reduced confirming that postprandial satiety is lower in food rich in fat than in food rich in carbohydrates (Mattes et al., 2005). The deficient homeostatic response can be explained by the energy density and/or the high palatability of the craved foods (Gerstein et al., 2004). Our results support that the disruption of homeostatic control of eating is mainly due to food fat content, regardless the palatability of the food.

In our experiment, both HF and CM mice showed compulsive-like eating behavior (Cottone et al., 2012) a factor behind some kinds of obesity (Heyne et al., 2009). Precisely upon obesity development, the HF group showed the highest eating rate while CM mice presented enhanced eating rate for the hopper containing chocolate-mixture. This difference may be partially explained by the effect of fat oral stimulation, which facilitates its ingestion and its above-mentioned overconsumption. However, increased eating rate could also reflect compulsive-like feeding behavior. Supporting this view, limited access to high-fat chow produced changes in feeding behavior during the access period similar to those described in binge-eating models (Bake et al., 2014; Berner et al., 2008). To our knowledge, among carbohydrates only sugar has been shown to promote binge eating (Avena, 2010). We therefore hypothesized that the sugar content of our chocolate-mixture diet (44%) might not be enough to trigger the observed response. Neither diet did compensate the energy intake by increasing standard chow consumption during limited access. We suggest that mice suppressed the consumption of standard chow because they expected a more preferred substance as an anticipatory negative contrast response (Cottone et al., 2008), denoting food-taking inflexibility.
One of the most interesting findings in our work is that mice altered their feeding behavioral patterns immediately after the introduction of the energy-dense diets. First, compulsive-like feeding and specifically binge-like eating (i.e. large, short-duration meals) appeared immediately after exposition to high-fat food well before obesity had developed, as evidenced by the burst of high-fat food consumption following the short deprivation periods due to cage cleaning. Compulsive-like eating behavior has been described after limiting food access (Avena, 2010; Cottone et al., 2012). This so-called deprivation effect defines an increased intake for a substance after an abstinence period and is used as a marker of craving (Avena et al., 2005; Khisti et al., 2006). Such behavior was shown upon intermittent access to sugar after a two weeks deprivation, and after withdrawal of chronic high-fat access (Sharma et al., 2013), but all the studies have assumed that this is a long-term phenomenon. Our longitudinal data visualization and analysis allowed the detection of compulsivity towards high-fat food already after three days of *ad libitum* exposure to high fat. Free access to chocolate-mixture did not promote this binge-like eating behavior, but other markers of compulsive-like feeding behavior such as eating rate were early increased in CM mice.

As compared to standard chow, both diets early disrupted circadian feeding organization, although more remarkably in the case of high-fat diet. Previous studies demonstrated a disruption of circadian molecular and behavioral rhythm after several weeks (Hatori et al., 2012; Kohsaka et al., 2007), or immediately after high-fat exposure (Pendergast et al., 2013). Nonetheless, to our knowledge there are no studies reporting circadian rhythm alterations triggered by *ad libitum* intake of palatable diets like in the chocolate-mixture condition. Interestingly, the circadian rhythm of CM mice was only disrupted during the first three weeks, a period that corresponded with the deepest feeding pattern alterations, suggesting that changes triggered by chocolate-mixture were only transient and observable in early stages after the introduction of the chocolate-mixture diet.
The classical view supports that a high-fat diet is largely responsible for weight gain while sugar is responsible for addictive-like behavior. We here show that both high fat and a carbohydrate rich (chocolate-mixture) chow are able to modify the baseline feeding behavior of mice maintained in balanced diet conditions. However, our results also suggest that a forced high-fat content might be a stronger factor than sugar content triggering both motivational reward and entraining circadian oscillators. Together both sides of the coin might play a main role in the boosting of abnormal eating behaviors. As shown here, the study of the time course of obesity-related behaviors using high-resolution, long-term recording of data might provide insights into the natural history of obesity, leading to detection of prodromal behavioral markers.
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Figures legends

**Figure 1.** Experimental schedule. During the first week all animals received standard chow and water. After this habituation phase mice were randomly assigned to the group receiving standard chow (control), high-fat chow or a choice between a chocolate-mixture and standard chow. After 8 weeks (development phase) of continuous recording of feeding behavior, we limited the daily access to high-fat or chocolate-mixture to identify compulsive-like behaviors.

SC = Standard Chow, HF = High-Fat, CM = Chocolate-Mixture, Ltd = Limited

**Figure 2.** Exposure to high-fat or chocolate-mixture modifies feeding behavior. The figure shows feeding behavior parameters 8 weeks after the access to the high-fat (HF, left panel) or chocolate-mixture (CM, right panel) diet at the end of the development phase, (A) Body weight increase (% from baseline) was more marked in mice exposed to high-fat food (left panel) than in those with free access to chocolate-mixture (right panel). (B) Energy intake in 24 hours (kJ/kg) was also higher in the HF mice group (left) than in the CM group (right), in which energy was mainly provided by chocolate-mixture meals (inset, right panel). (C) In the HF group (left) this increased energy intake is due to an increase in food intake (g/kg) that was not detected in the CM group, in which food intake did not differ from control mice. The inset also shows no significant differences between intake of standard chow and of chocolate-mixture in the CM group. (D) HF and CM mice showed increased number of meals along with a reduced (E) average meal duration (min), especially for chocolate meals in the CM group (E, right panel inset). (F) Eating rate (mg/s) was increased in both high-fat and chocolate-mixture animals, being again chocolate meals more affected than standard chow meals in the CM group (F, right panel inset), while (G) satiety (minutes until next meal per kJ consumed) was reduced only in
HF mice. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. ★★★ *P* < 0.001, ★★ *P* < 0.01, one-way ANOVA. SC = Standard Chow, HF = High-Fat, CM = Chocolate-Mixture.

**Figure 3.** Phenotypic array of feeding behaviors in mice exposed to high-fat diet. The arrays represent the fold changes of different feeding/drinking behaviors in the habituation phase (A) and over the development phase of obesity (B) showing each square the values of each week. Red corresponds to behaviors that increase their frequency (fold change > 1), and green to behaviors that decrease their frequency (fold change < -1) in high-fat animals. Color intensities represent the amount of phenotypic change with no changes depicted in black. Behaviors include average intake in each drinking/eating event, number of drinking/eating events, average duration, drinking/eating rate and average time between drinking/eating events. This phenotypic representation provides an easy way of detecting the behavioral changes along time. Note the rapid increase in intake, meal number and eating rate, along with the strong and immediate decrease in meal and intermeal interval duration upon exposure to high-fat. (A) Habituation phase. (B) Feeding parameters of HF mice compared to control animals during the obesity development phase. ★★★ *P* < 0.001, ★★ *P* < 0.01, ★ *P* < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

**Figure 4.** Phenotypic array of feeding behaviors in mice with free access to a chocolate-mixture. Fold changes of feeding/drinking behaviors are represented in the habituation phase (A) and over the development of obesity (B). Red corresponds to behaviors that increase their frequency (fold change > 1), and green to behaviors that decrease their frequency (fold change < -1) in CM animals. Each square corresponds to one week. Color intensities represent the amount of phenotypic change with no changes depicted in black. Behaviors include average
intake in each drinking/eating event, number of drinking/eating events, average duration, drinking/eating rate and average time between drinking/eating events. (A) Habituation phase. (B) Standard chow and (C) Chocolate-mixture consumption parameters of CM animals compared to control animals during the obesity development phase. ★★★ $P < 0.001$, ★★ $P < 0.01$, ★ $P < 0.05$, Wilcoxon rank-sum test. SC = Standard Chow, CM = Chocolate-Mixture.

**Figure 5.** Longitudinal behavioral recordings show early disruption of circadian meal pattern and indicate binge-like eating behavior in high-fat exposed mice. The figure depicts the feeding bouts along time of 9 control (gray) and 8 mice receiving high-fat chow (black). Each line represents feeding bouts of individual mice as rectangles, the height of the bar indicating the amount consumed during 30 minutes in grams (g). Intakes corresponding to control mice are depicted in the upper part of the graph and those corresponding to HF mice in the bottom part. Gray shadow areas are dark (active) periods, also represented as blue lines (light-dark phase track). Metadata also continuous periods of recording corresponding to a single recording track depicted as red or yellow segments (contained in a file). (A) During the habituation phase, in which all animals are given standard chow, the meal pattern was equal in all groups. (B) The arrow marks the introduction of the high-fat diet and the early stages of the obesity development phase. Note the loss of circadian eating rhythmicity very early upon introduction of the high-fat chow. (C) HF animals showed an intake increase (marked with red boxes) after cage cleaning in which animals have no access to food (‘cleaning deprivation’). Remarkably, this pattern is not detected in controls. Ctrl = Control, HF = High-Fat, LD = Light-Dark.

**Figure 6.** Longitudinal representation of behavioral recordings depicts an early disruption in CM mice. Tracks represent mouse individual feeding behaviors. Food intakes during 30 minutes are shown as rectangles: height of the bar indicates the amount consumed during the
30 minutes period. Intakes corresponding to controls mice are depicted in gray and those corresponding to CM mice in black (A and B panels). On C panel, CM mice intake is separated into intakes corresponding to standard chow (gray) and chocolate-mixture (black). On the bottom there are two different tracks: file track consists in segments colored as red or yellow corresponding to a single recording (contained in a file). At the same time phase track is colored to show dark (dark blue) and light (light blue) phases of the circadian cycle. For the sake of simplicity mice tracks parts corresponding to the dark phase are shadowed. **(A)** During the habituation phase in which all animals are given standard chow, the meal pattern was equal in the two groups. **(B)** Upon introduction of the chocolate-mixture diet, light phases tend to be more populated in comparison with their control littermates. **(C)** Although not significant, CM animals tend to eat chocolate during resting phases just after the introduction of the chocolate-mixture food. Ctrl = Control, CM = Chocolate-Mixture, LD = Light-Dark.

**Figure 7.** HF mice showed binge eating-like behavior and food-taking inflexibility. Limited access to high-fat food induced a marked increase of high-fat food consumption after re-feeding. HF mice showed **(A)** increased energy intake (kJ/kg), **(A inset)** caloric intake when only standard chow is available compared with basal high-fat consumption (kJ/kg), **(B)** eating rate (mg/s) and **(C)** meal size (g). CM mice also showed binge eating-like behavior and food-taking inflexibility. The limited access to this diet induced a marked increase of chocolate-mixture diet consumption during the 1 hour limited access. CM mice showed **(D)** increased energy intake (kJ/kg) and **(E)** meal size (g) whereas eating rate was unchanged (mg/s) **(F)**. Interestingly, **(D inset)** chocolate-mixture animals did not significantly increase standard chow energy intake to compensate the energy unbalance during the 23 remaining hours of the test during which mice have only access to standard chow. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM of
each parameter in one hour. ★ $P < 0.05$, one-way ANOVA. Ltd = Limited, HF = High-Fat, CM = Chocolate-Mixture.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HABITUATION</th>
<th>MEAL PATTERN ANALYSISYS</th>
<th>BEHAVIORAL TESTING PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTROL</strong></td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HF MICE</strong></td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>HIGH-FAT DIET</td>
<td>Ltd access to HF/CM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CM MICE</strong></td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>CHOCOLATE-MIXTURE DIET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>